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Abstract 
In this work we present an approach which allows us to reason about user-system interactions 
for formally verifying the presence of undesired behaviours. We perform a formal specification 
of both the user and system in terms of internal and external actions. The temporal ordering 
among these actions is described by a concurrent notation. The specification of the system is 
obtained by considering task decomposition. Once we have obtained the final specification of 
both user and system we can detect by formal verification the existence of traces of actions 
corresponding to interactions among them with consequent negative effects. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The User and the System are two complex entities. Their interaction may generate even more 
complex behaviour with unpredictable effects. It is thus important to be able to reason about 
their interactions. 

It is generally recognised that one of the main advantages of applying formal methods to user 
interfaces is the possibility to reason about them in a rigorous way, but few attempts have been 
made in this direction (some examples are in (Palanque and Bastide 1995), (Olsen, Monk and 
Curry, 1995), (Duke and Harrison, 1994), (Paterno', 1993)). 

In this report we analyse the CERD exemplar described in (Appleby and Hall, 1992) using the 
LOTOS (ISO, 1988) formal notation for its specification and the Interactor model (Paterno' and 
Faconti 1992), (Paterno', 1994) to model the specified architecture. 

The concept of interactor used here means a basic component of a User Interface System that 
can receive input from both the user and the application side, and produce related results in the 
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opposite direction. Interactors may have triggers which are control events indicating when a 
result on the opposite side has to be delivered. This concept can be used to reason about system 
behaviour and its properties at different abstraction levels. 

The case study which we consider in this work is CERD, a system developed at Praxis and 
which provides a user interface for an air traffic controller. It is interesting to note that Praxis, 
too, specified the user interface but using a different notation (VDM) and approach. 

LOTOS allows us to specify the interleaving of actions of a system and to reason about its 
interactive aspects. In this case interactive aspects and interleaving of actions can be considered 
at two levels: the possible interleaving of actions related to the performance of tasks, and the 
possible interleaving of interactions of the User Interface System (the part of an Interactive 
System dedicated to controlling the user interface) with both the Functional Core (the part of an 
Interactive System that is independent of the user interface) and the user. 

The specification was modelled by following the algorithm for task-to-interactor translation, 
which was formally described and applied to another case study in (Paterno' and Mezzanotte, 
1994). This gave us the opportunity to check the validity of the algorithm, which gives a 
systematic methodology in modelling the system. This is important as most modelling 
techniques do not provide systematic indications. This implies difficulties in applying them 
especially for those who are not the actual proposes of the modelling techniques. 

Another approach to modelling the architecture of an Interactive System is in (Nigay and 
Coutaz, 1991), where they use an external description to derive a PAC-based architecture. It 
was difficult to apply their approach to our modelling technique. In any case, a task-based 
approach has advantages. For instance, we can easily identify which parts of an architecture to 
modify if tasks to support are changed. The possibility of merging a task-driven and an 
external-driven approach is still an open issue. 

The work which we describe allows designers to model both users and systems in a formal 
way. This makes it possible to reason about their interactions and undesired behaviours. 

In the paper we briefly describe CERD and the tasks which it is supposed to support. We then 
introduce a methodology for transforming task specifications into interactor-based architectural 
specifications. The methodology is applied to our case study and we obtain the specification of 
the system. 

Finally, we provide a specification of the user as well, thus making it possible to reason about 
interactions with the system. 

2 TASK DESCRIPTION OF THE CERD CASE STUDY 

Figure 1 illustrates the CERD's main display. The area at the top of the screen is reserved for 
displaying and controlling system messages. These messages are related to system status and 
belong to three categories: Warning message, Special event message and Data change message. 
The message area contains the status line for the system-generated messages and two buttons; 
one labelled GoTo, the other displays a digit indicating the number of messages pending. The 
second line of the message (the scribble area) is reserved for echoing user command (in Figure 
1, this area indicates that the user has selected the assign operation). 

The right-hand side of the display contains control keys. These are divided into three types: 
user tasks (Assign, Repos, Reseq, Swap), display controls (Tidy, <, >) and selection and 
operation control (Cancel, Confirm, BkTrk). The remainder of the display contains flights data. 
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System_ Waming:ASA function failed 1[]8 Assign 

BA 51 LAM BCA5520 50 BNN BB MB727 1229 MDC9 1117 

BCA5520 50 BNN ATI5520 42 BNN I Repos I MB737 1108 MB737 1108 

AGX124 49 BNN AGX124 43 BIG EJB MB727 1120 MB737 1109 

BRY456 480CK BCA5520 44 BIG I Swap I MDC9 1123 MB727 1126 

BCA5520 47 BNN BA 52 LAM 

I I Tidy II BkTrk I MB727 1125 MDC9 1127 

BCA5520 53 BIG BA 54 LAM IDD HB747 1119 MDC9 1128 

Figure 1 The main display of CERD. 

The flrst step in our methodology consists in performing task decomposition of the tasks 
supported by CERD, using LOTOS operators to indicate the temporal relationships among these 
tasks. This task decomposition is useful for two reasons: to identify the possible temporal 
ordering in the task executions and to drive the modelling of the specification of the Interactive 
System. 

Figure 2 graphically represents the task decomposition with LOTOS operators which describe 
their temporal constraints. Likewise most of the basic tasks -repositioning a flight (Repos), 
resequencing a set of flights (Reseq), assigning a code to a flight (Assign) and swapping two 
flights (Swap)- are further reflned. However, we have not shown this refinement graphically in 
order to have a simpler representation of the type of task decomposition that we have 
performed. 

Figure 2 shows that the main task of sequencing aircraft can be seen as the interleaving (Ill 
operator) of three main subtasks: Display tasks which allow the user to adjust the screen, 
performing the main User tasks for resequencing flights and Handling messages arriving from 
the NAS (National Airspace System). 

The flrst layers of subtasks in Figure 2 are further reflned. For example the User tasks can be 
performed by flrstly selecting one Select task and then, depending on the selection, the chosen 
(choice is represented by the [] operator) user task from the set of available Flights tasks 
(Repos, Reseq, Assign, Swap) will be performed. This user task can be interleaved with State 
tasks (tasks which allow the state of the system to be changed such as cancelling the performing 
of the current task, and confirming the last request by undoing the last selection). 
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Sequencing aircraft -.r--------
Di•p''' """' u~ M"'""' "'""'"' 

'"'"" ..... ;,::: L ,.,, "''· ffi [] [] /»\ ~ 
epoS- Reseq-- Asstg wap 

[] 0 
Cancel-- Confirm- BkTrk 

SelectRepos- SelectReseq- Select Assign --Select Swap 

Figure 2 The First Part of the Task-decomposition. 

3 TASK-TO INTERACTOR ASSOCIATION 

3.1 The formal approach for task-to-interactor transformation 

Unlike UAN (Hartson and Gray, 1992), where basic tasks are associated with user actions and 
system feedback, here we want to transform the task specification into the architecture 
specification where we associate abstract tasks with abstract interactors. This section outlines 
some of the transformations which we have applied to obtain the architectural specification. 

The description of the rules which we apply for task-to-interactor transformations are formally 
specified in (Paterno' and Mezzanotte, 1994) where there is also a description of an algorithm 
which indicates rules for deciding when to apply them. They mainly depend on the relationships 
between objects and actions of the tasks that are considered with the interactors which have 
been introduced in the modelling process. 

The rules are briefly summarised below in order to illustrate how we model the system. In 
this context decomposition means an entity is subdivided into more than one component, and 
refinement means that the alphabet of the actions of an entity is extended to include new 
actions, where an entity can be either a task or an interactor. There are some preconditions 
described in terms of relations among tasks, subtasks and the current interactor decomposition 
which indicate which rule to apply. 

We apply five types of rules. 
Rule 1: Associating task decomposition with one interactor refinement. 
Rule 2: Associating task decomposition with refinement of more than one interactor. 
Rule 3: Associating task decomposition with interactor decomposition. 
Rule 4: Associating task decomposition with interactor recomposition. 
Rule 5: Perceivable-object driven interactor decomposition (Sa) or refinement (Sb). 

We analyse any task present in the task specification; first, we verify whether the task is 
atomic (it is not further decomposed). In this case, if interactors associated with task objects 
exist, these interactors are refined (rule Sb) otherwise new interactors are created (rules Sa). 
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If the task is not atomic, we consider its subtasks. If the perceivable objects of these subtasks 
are the same as the father task, the interactor associated with the father task is refined (rule 1 ). If 
interactors associated with the perceivable objects of the subtasks do not exist, these are created 
(rule 3). If, however, they do exist the actions of the subtasks are compared with those of these 
interactors, if they are not present then these interactors are refined (rule 2). Finally, if a 
particular order is needed among the actions of subtasks, rule 4 is applied. 

In this work the transformation from the task specification to the architectural specification is 
applied to a case where the system is already implemented thus we already know what are the 
perceivable objects which are used to perform the tasks. 

3.2 The application of the methodology to the CERD case study 

We start to apply the algorithm for tasks-to-interactors transformation by associating the 
abstract Display tasks, User tasks and Message handling tasks with interactors with the same 
names. Next, we identify the perceivable objects and the actions associated with each task as the 
corresponding interactors have to describe interactions in these terms. Thus in order to identify 
what rules to apply we need to clearly understand what the actions and the perceivable objects 
associated with each task are. For this purpose we use tables similar to Table 1. 

Table 1 Association of actions and perceivable objects to User tasks, Display tasks and 
Message handling 

Task name Actions Objects 

Message handling 

Display tasks 

User tasks 

touch_msg_area 
vis_msg 
goto_operation 
view_count 
select_buttons_display, 
high_buttons_display 
vis_ var_flights_layout 

select_buttons_operation 
high_buttons_operation 
vis_operation_screens 
vis specific flights 

message area 
goto button 
specific flight 
count area 
button scrollr 
button scrolll 
button tidy 
layout_ flights 
{button user operation} 
{screens for operation} 
flights layout 
scribble line 

The Table 1 considers the first level of task decomposition of the main global task 
(Sequencing aircraft). It indicates that for the Display task we have the actions of selecting 
buttons, highlighting these buttons as feedback of user selections, and visualising modifications 
in the flights layout. The related perceivable objects are the buttons for scrolling and tidying the 
layout of flights. Likewise, the actions and the objects associated with the other two subtasks 
are identified. In Table 1 the objects in curly brackets are objects whose several instances are 
needed in the corresponding task performance. 

We can now consider the actions and the perceivable objects associated with each subtask so 
that we can get information to perform the corresponding interactor decomposition and 
refinement. 

The User task is decomposed into the subtasks Select tasks, Flights tasks, State tasks. 
Next, in Table 2, we identify the perceivable objects and the actions associated with each 

subtask. 
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Table 2 Actions and perceivable objects of Select task, Flights tasks and State tasks 

Task name Actions Objects 

Select task 

Flights tasks 

State tasks 

select_button_repos 
high_button_repos 
select_button_reseq 
high_button_reseq 
select_button_assign 
high_button_assign 
select_button_swap 
high_button_swap 
vis_operation_in scribble 
select_flight 
select_op_on_screen 
vis_ var_flight_layout 
select_cancel_button 
select_confirm button 
select_Bktrk_button 
clr_scribble_line 
high_cancel_button 
high_confirm_button 
high_bktrk_button 

button_repos 
button_reseq 
button_ assign 
button_swap 
scribble_area 

flight_layout 
operation_screen 

cancel_ button 
confirm button 
Bktrk_button 
scribble_line 

In this situation we have to apply rule 3 as interactors associated with the perceivable objects 
do not exist as yet. Thus the interactor associated with User task is decomposed into three 
interactors. We then apply rule 4 in order to compose the input results of the three interactors by 
a new interactor (User _op). In fact, any action related to the User task in order to be completely 
formulated needs a specific combination of actions belonging to each of the three interactors. 

high_button_repos 
high_button_reseq 
high_button_assign 
high_button_swap 
vis_operation_in_scribble 

select_button_repos 
select_button_reseq 
select_button_swap 
select_button_assign 

vis_ var_flight_layout high_cancel_button 
high_confinn_button 
hligh_bktrk_button 

Figure 3 An example of interactor decomposition and recomposition. 
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We consider the Display task which is described by a choice from three more basic tasks: 
Scroll_r, Scroll_!, Tidy. In this case we can apply rule 3 (associating task decomposition with 
interactor decomposition) as the subtasks are associated with different perceivable objects and 
interactors referring to those perceivable objects have not yet been introduced. 

vis_flight_right 
select_scroll_l select_ tidy 

high_button_tidy 

vis_ var_flights_layout 

high_scroll_r high_scroll_l 

vis_flight_left 

Figure 4 Decomposition of an abstract Display interactor. 

Likewise, if we consider the State task, we can note that it is decomposed into three subtasks 
(Confirm, Cancel, BkTrk) and we have to introduce one new interactor for each subtask as 
there is no interactor already introduced working on their perceivable objects. 

The Flights task is decomposed into four subtasks. First we obtain four interactors and then 
we refine their alphabet as we need to describe all the actions on the flight layout. 

We will now consider Message handling task. This is decomposed into three subtasks: Read 
msg, GoTo and Ack message. In Table 3 the objects and the actions associated with the 
subtasks are described. 

Table 3 Actions and perceivable objects of Read msg, Go To, Ack message tasks 

Task name Actions Objects 

Read msg vis_msg msg_area 
read_msg 

Go To select_goto_button goto_button 
high_goto_button flights_layout 
display _referred_ flight 

Ack_msg touch_msg_area msg_area 
view_count count_area 

Here rule 3 is initially applied since interactors associated with the perceivable objects of the 
subtasks considered are not present. An interactor is therefore created for each subtask 
(Msg_area, Count and Go To interactors associated with Read msg, Ack message and Go To 
tasks) respectively. As a specific ordering among events of these interactors is required (when 
the message area is selected then the counter has to be decreased and when a new message 
arrives from the functional core the counter has to be increased). An interactor (Msg com) is 
thus introduced (rule 4). Finally when these basic tasks are considered, then rule 5b, which 
entails refining of the related interactors is applied both to Ack message task with a refinement 
of the Msg_area interactor, and to Go To task with a refinement of Flight_layout interactor. 
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select_goto_button 

high_goto_button 

view_count vis_msg touch_msg_area 

Figure 5 Decomposition and refinement of the Message handling abstract interactor. 

4 THE RESULTING ARCHITECTURE 

By continuing to apply our methodology we obtain the modelling of the complete CERD 
architecture which is graphically represented in Figure 6. 

change_flights_!ayout 

select_scroll_l 
high_scroll_l 

FC 

select_goto_button 

select_tidy high_goto_button 

high_button_tidy 

Figure 6 The interactor-based architecture of CERD. 

select_new _positions 

new_msg 
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We have some interactors which allow modifications of the flight layout (Scroll_/, Scroll_r, 
Tidy) to be triggered. Operations (Select Assign, Select Reseq, Select Repos, Select Swap) can 
be selected which enable interactions to completely specify these operations. In addition, there 
is one part of the architecture which is dedicated to managing message handling. 

We have obtained a LOTOS expression corresponding to the architecture represented in 
Figure 6. In the LOTOS expression we have one process which is modelled by following the 
interactor model for each box and one action for each arrow. The boxes connected by an arrow 
have the corresponding processes which have to synchronise with the action associated witb the 
arrow. 

We now need to formulate the LOTOS specification of the behaviour of Message handling. 

Behaviour 
(FC[new_msg, change_layout, change_flights_layout] 

l[new_msg]l 
( ( message_com(new_msg, mod_count, view_msg, ack_msg](emps, emp, empc) 

l[view_msg, ack_msg]l 
msg_area[ view _msg, vis_msg, touch_msg_area, ack_msg] 

I[ mod_count]l 
count[ mod_count, view_count]l 

) 
) 

Ill GoTo[select_goto_button, high_goto_button,display _referred_flight] 

This part receives a new_message (new _msg action) from the functional core and interacts 
directly with the user with two events, select_goto_button and touch_msg_area actions. 

5 THE USER SPECIFICATION 

One goal of this exercise is to provide a formal specification of both the user and the system. 
We use a different approach from the one in (Duke, Barnard, Duce and May, 1994), which 
considered both user and system as interactors, since in our view interactors are derived from a 
model which captures specific requirements of software objects that interact with users. They 
are not suitable for specifying everything because in this case they would not be able to capture 
the specific aspects of a class of systems. In fact, in our view neither the functional core nor 
users are modelled by interactors. 

However, we want to provide a formal specification of a user so that we can fully understand 
how they interact, users do, in fact, sometimes fail to achieve the desired effects. 

We can model the user as an abstract entity specified by a LOTOS process which has internal 
and external events. The external actions include tbe perceptions of what happens in the system 
and related user actions. The internal actions are associated with user interpretations of the 
perceptions performed and the decisions regarding the tasks to execute and of any related 
actions. These decisions depend on the interpretations of the perceptions and the state of the 
user. 
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Internal Actions External Actions 

/ Interpretation L... I Perception I I 

I Decision I 
~I Action selections : ~:Action performance I 

Figure 7 The User Model. 

In our case users perceive visually. Modifications to the screen depend on their interactions 
and on information received from the Functional Core. After making a decision they can then 
interact with the graphical screen. Thus the possible user actions related to the part of CERD 
concerning message handling can be described by the actions outlined in Table 4, where 
different rows indicate actions performed at different times in sequence starting from top to 
bottom. 

Table 4 An example of user actions 
Internal Actions 

interpret and evaluate the meaning 
of the message 

add information related to the state of 
the system and decide which task to 
perform 

decide what actions are necessary to 
perform the task 

External Actions 

look at the message window and read 
the message 

touch msg area 
select goto button 

The user, after having realised that a new message has arrived, might wish to select the goto 
button (select_goto_button action) in order to get information on the related flight. 
Alternatively, they might touch the area containing the message (touch_msg_area action) in 
order to delete it and to display a new message. A further possibility is that they might simply 
memorise this message (do_nothing action) and add it to the information which they have in 
mind. 
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This behaviour could be specified by the following expression: 

process User[ ... ] :noexit:= 
read_msg; interpret_msg; decide_task_to_do; 

(select_actions_to_perform; (select_goto_button; User[ ... ] 
[] touch_msg_area; User[ ... ] ) 

[] do_nothing; User[ ... ] ) 
endproc 

6 USER AND SYSTEM INTERACTIONS 

6.1 Properties of the user interaction 

If we focus on the message handling part we can note that the two entities (the user and the 
system) only synchronise at some actions of the user interface (select_goto button and 
touch_msg_area). While the action associated with the visualisation of a new message 
(vis_msg), for example, does not require synchronisation with the user, as the user may not 
observe that area when it appears and the system has to evolve its behaviour without having to 
wait for user synchronisation. Thus we have a different action (read_msg) to explicitly indicate 
when the user reads the contents of the message area. 

The possible combinations of instances of these two types of actions (read_msg and vis_msg) 
open the way for several subtle behaviours. In fact, we can have several cases which we also 
express in ACTL in order to be able to automatically verify them: 

several instances of vis_msg before one instance of read_msg; 
E[true{vis_ms} U {true} E [true{-read_msg} U {vis_msg} E[true {true} U 
{ read_msg} true]]]; 
every time a message is selected then the contents of the message area are modified; 
AG[touch_msg_area] (EX { vis_msg} true); 
the user can read the same message several times; 
EG[vis_msg] (E[true{true} U {read_msg} E[true{-vis_msg} U {read_msg} true]]). 

6.2 An example of verification of undesired behaviour 

Once we have both a user and a system specification we can reason about them in order to 
identify whether it is possible that some undesired effect could occur. For example in the 
Amodeus 2 project the possibility to accidentally delete a wrong message was discussed (see for 
example (Young, Blandford, Coutaz, Duke and May, 1994) ). Here, we can formally show 
how users might unwittingly delete the wrong messages. In fact, we can notice that the 
specification can generate the following trace of events: 

vis_msg -> read_msg -> interpret_msg -> decide_delete_msg -> vis_msg -> 
decide_action_to_delete_msg -> touch_msg_area 

where the actions decide_delete_msg and decide_action_to_delete_msg are a refinement ofthe 
decide_task_to_do and select_action_to_perform actions, respectively, in the previous User 
process specification. 
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The existence of this trace can be detected automatically by verifying the following ACTL 
property: 

E[true{vis_msg} U {true} E[true{true} U {read_msg} E[true{true} U {vis_msg} 
E[ true { -read_msg} U { touch_msg_area} true]]]] 

Informally, this means that there is one possible behaviour (E operator) where it is possible to 
have the visualisation of a message (vis_msg) and then a sequence of transactions on which we 
do not put any constraints (true{ true} expression), until the user has read the message 
(read_msg), then again a sequence of transactions on which there are no constraints until a 
second message has been visualised; and a third sequence of events on which the only 
constraint is that the user reads no message ( -read_msg) and which terminates when the action 
touch_msg_area is performed. 

We want to avoid this behaviour. This means that in the time between when the decision was 
taken and the deletion was made no message is visualised, or if it is visualised the deletion does 
not occur. The second solution could be easily implemented by imposing the constraint that for 
a fixed quantity of time after a new message has been visualised the user interface is disabled 
from reacting to message selections. This fixed quantity of time has to be defined so that the 
user can read the new message, interpret it and stop the performance of the current task. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have shown an approach that can detect undesired behaviours in human
computer interaction by formal verification. This has been applied to the specification of the 
message handling part of the user interface of an air traffic controller where the accidental 
deletion of an unread message may have disastrous effects. 

Both user and system are modelled by external and internal actions. This is easily expressed 
in LOTOS which also provides operators for their temporal ordering. The system specification 
has been performed with a task-driven approach. 

We can identify all the possible interleavings of actions. In addition, using ACTL, which is a 
branching time temporal logic for reasoning on actions, we can detect the existence of 
evolutions of the interaction with undesired effects. 

The approach is powerful as it allows designers to verify properties which still have to be 
indicated by them. They are automatically verified on the enormous number of traces which can 
be associated with the performed specification. 

It allows designers to verify undesired behaviours which may have disastrous effects, by 
allowing them to formulate precise properties and receive reliable answers, as the latter are 
provided by automatic tools applied on formal notations. This represents an interesting pay-off 
for the intellectual investment which is required to use the selected formal notations. 
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Discussion 

Jim Larson: Can a disabled thing be later enabled? 

Fabio Paterno': Yes, in another instance of the task 

Pedro Szekely: Can the tool help you come up with the right questions? 

Fabio Paterno': No 

Gregory Abowd: There is a paper referenced in the proceedings that helps one come up with 
the right questions? Was the technique used to discover errors or to rationalize known errors 

Fabio Paterno': It was already known, so this was a rationalization exercise as presented. But 
it opens the possibility of addressing more general issues. 

Jim Larson: Canonical usability questions: 1: What has been the experience of designers other 
than the authors? 

Fabio Paterno': Only the authors have used it. But we are proposing it to a group of users and 
for this purpose plan to improve the user interfaces of the tools. 

Jim Larson: 2: What makes this approach more successful than other approaches to formal 
verification? 

Fabio Paterno': It provides automatic verification. We have documented its application to a 
real world problem. We recognize it has limitations; it cannot deal with situations that cannot 
be represented by FSA. But we are considering new tools for this purpose. 

Christopher Ahlberg: Please compare with other systems? How much of the testing task can 
this take over 

Fabio Paterno': Our group was the first one to address formal verification of user interface 
properties. The tool is expected to be used concurrently with testing. It allows analysis of the 
entire testing space. 


